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We’ examine the angular distributions of the charged secondaries from r decays 
into two or three bodies and show that their angular distributions can be used to 
isolate the effect of an anomalous magnet,ic moment. F2(q2) of the T when it couples 
to the virtual photon in e+-e- annihilation. Here, F2(0) = a7 = g - 2 2. The 
virtual photon moment,um squared is q* = E& = 4E2, a.nd ,L? = /----+ 1 - 4m*/q . 

The production of r pairs or “1 body” mode has t,he a.ngular distribution in the 
angle 8 with respect to the e- direction: 

da -----= 
d cos 0 %;$,3 jGo(q2) + P*(cos O)G2(qZ)] . where (11 

Go(q2) E Ff(1 + 2nz2/q2) + 3FlF2 + Fi(q2/(Sm2) + l), (2) 

G&J*) = (l/2)(1 - 4m2/q2)(F; - q2/(4m2)F;). (3) 

The ‘t-body decays of the 7 are 7- t V, + p- and 7-- -+ V, + TT-. For the charged 
deco”y particle of mass m, with fractional momenta z = p/E where 6, is its angle to 
the e- beam and 4 is its angle to the T- direction, the differential cross section is: 

da 
dz d cos 0, 

= $$qc) (4) 

where B(c) is the branching ratio, and 

W’c, 4) = Go(q2) + J’,(cos $)h(cos &)G(q*). (5) 

The 3-body decays with one charged lepton are T- -+ Y, + Y,, + pL- and T --+ 
V, + V, + e-. Defining: 

Y = m2,&-4, so that cos$ = 1 - (l/2)(1 - /3)(1 - z-y), (6) 

the differential cross section integrating over the unknown neutrino momenta is: 

da 47r(r* 
1 --Z/fmax 

=- 
dz d cos 0, 3q2 J 

dy(l - y)(; + y)F(k 4)s 
0 

(7) 
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In order to estimate the statistics we take the realistic ca.se where Fl = 1 and 
F2 < 1, recalling F*(O) = (g - 2)/2 and F 2~~~ = ~/(27r). The best statistics come 
from a complete fit to all varia.bles with enough data, but to estima.te the a.ccura.cy, 
we integrate over z to obtain: 

da 
dcos 0, 

- + ~(.%M)P~(COS&> . 

I 

A table of the integrals b(&~) are given in Ref. (1). At &M = 5 GeV. b” 2: bL’ = 
b” = 0.056 and bP = 0.081. 

For the simplest statistics estimate we consider two bins, one wherever P~(COS 0,) 
is positive, and the other where it is negative. If Lz3 is the luminosit,y in unibs of 
1033/cm2 - set and Y is the effective number of years of running, a.t ECM = 5 GeV 
from the p mode itself we obtain the limit 

and combining modes, 

(9) 

Comparing this to (r/(271.) = 0.0012 shows the level of accuracy obta.inable. If no 
anomalous moment for the 7- appeared above the QED correction level, t.hen t,he 
entire weak radiative corrections would have to be included in the cross section. 

At this time we ma.y also compare to the limit on the anomalous moment. of the 
7 obtainable,from the angular distribution of -r-pairs produced at the 2’ pea.k. The 
angular cross section from Ref. (1) is: 

E c( [(l + cos2 O)+ 26OO(Fl)* sin261 (11) 

A 10% limit on the sin* 6’ coefficient sets a limit of F{ 5 0.006, and a 1% limit gives 
F{ < 0.002. Thus a 1% limit obtainable with - lo6 2’ events can be comparable to 
that obtained at the Tau-Charm factory. 
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